
SIRUI 3T-35
PROFESSIONAL TRIPOD KITS

Watch the 
3T-35 Video

http://bit.ly/Sirui3T35

3T-35 
Never Be Without a Tripod Again

Features:

Never be without a tripod again. A nice idea, but no one has been able to build a high quality 
tripod that can really say that. Until today.

The SIRUI 3T-35 is an ultra-compact, rugged, portable and flexible table top tripod...and much 
more! It can easily fit in a camera bag, backpack or back pocket. And the belt hook keeps it 
ready at any time! It’s made of forged aircraft grade aluminum alloy, so it’s rugged and built to 
last!

Its large, stable support legs can hold digital and video cameras weighing up to 8.8 lb 
(4 kg). And the two-section center column can extend to 13.5 in (34.4cm)!

When you can’t see over the crowd, fold down the support legs for added reach. And if you 
need to do a self-portrait, it couldn’t be easier. The legs fold up for 
storage and provide an excellent grip for shooting photos or videos.

The excellent ball head comes with a quick release plate and, when you remove the center col-
umn, can be placed directly onto the support legs for low angle shooting and maximum stability. 
And you can lean against a tree or put it on a ledge for unique perspectives.

1.  Ultra-compact, portable and flexible table top tripod.
2.  Two-section center column for added height - up to 13.5 in (34.4cm) tall.
3.  Large legs provide excellent stability and fold down for added reach.
4.  Legs fold up for storage, plus offer a secure hold when shooting videos or stills.
5.  Includes a high performance ball head with Arca-compatible Quick Release plate.
6.  Remove the center column and the ball head fits directly onto the legs for low angle shooting 
     and maximum stability.

3T-35K Black

 3T-35R Red

Ultra-compact, portable and flexible 
table-top tripod

Arca-compatible 
Quick Release Plate

Only 9 in 
(22.9cm) 

when folded

2 section 
center column 

for added 
height - up to 

13.5 in (34.4cm)

* Height with head

BSR3T35K        3T-35K (Black)  Aluminum Alloy               2   16          13         4.5 (114) *       10.2 (257)  13.5 (341)      9.5 (242)     0.9 (0.43)     8.8 (4)      $ 109.95    $ 40.61
BSR3T35R        3T-35R (Red)   Aluminum Alloy               2   16          13         4.5 (114) *       10.2 (257)  13.5 (341)      9.5 (242)     0.9 (0.43)     8.8 (4)      $ 109.95    $ 40.61
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Max    Min                                                                                    3T-35 TABLETOP TRIPOD KIT


